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"In a simple, short biography of Columbus she has been extraordinarily successful in extracting the

essence of the man."â€”The Horn BookChristopher Columbus thought he knew where he was going.

He had planned to be the first to cross the ocean and reach the rich lands of the Indies. And when

he returned to Spain, he insisted to everyone who would listen that he'd succeeded. But that wasn't

exactly true. Little did Columbus know that his mistake would come to be known as America!"Fritz's

unconventional look at the great explorer who accidently discovered the New World reveals the

navigator's obstinate as well as his visionary side."â€”School Library Journal
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Where Do You Think You're Going, Christopher Columbus? is a book which gives an overview of

the man and his voyages. It is friendly, approachable, and witty.It gently pokes fun at Columbus and

his ego- and ethnocentric view of the world, like when the author pointed out how shocking

Columbus found the naked natives to be, and vice versa.It displays the role his religious beliefs

played in his explorations and actions. For example, when his first voyage went well he believed it

was a miracle, but when his second voyage went poorly he thought God was punishing him for his

prideful behavior. Because of this he took to wearing a scratchy shirt and monk's robe instead of his

normal clothes.It includes fun details that make the scenes real, like informing the readers that



Columbus took cats on voyages to control the shipboard rats.While it doesn't specifically detail any

atrocities, it does tell of Columbus taking native slaves, and of the Spaniards left behind being

massacred. Overall, it is a balanced and enjoyable tale to share with students of a broad age range

to make this part of history come alive.If you have a chance to hear the recording read by Jean Fritz

it is delightful.

This book was eye opening for the kids and me. Christopher Columbus was not the nice adventurer

I assumed he was. In fact he was rather vicious. My girls are almost 11yrs old. They both enjoyed

learning about Christopher Columbus and it was a quick read for both of them. I believe they

finished it in a couple days.

Columbus was a lucky man (blessed, he would say). He had to be. Who else could have so much

go so wrong and still become famous for the one big thing he did by mistake: discover America...if

he did that. Anyway, he had a lot of adventure (or misadventure), and Jean Fritz tells about it and

him--not in the traditionally reverent way, but with a humorous and matter-of-fact approach.The

Creative Teacher: Activities for Language Arts (Grades 4 through 8 and Up)

Kids get a kick out of this book. Columbus takes himself SO SERIOUSLY. It's a good biography,

works in a bit of context, and you get to see the stubborn side of Columbus.

Nicely done. Jean Fritz relates to children of "all ages". A necessary compliment alongside the more

encyclopedic versions.

Another excellent resource to add background for struggling students. The formate is easy to follow

and plan to complete my set as soon as I can.

This was a neat book, with many little-known facts about the explorer. I found myself bored

sometimes, but I'm not totally into explorers.

This is a fun book that should help your youngster develop an interest in American History. It is easy

to read an has great illustratiions. You will not be disappointed with this purchase. Look for others by

the same author.
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